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WELCOME TO DIRECT CONNECT
LOGISTIX, INC (DCL)
DCL is headquartered downtown Indianapolis, IN home to the Crossroads of
America. DCL services the United States and Canada with reliable, efficient, and
guaranteed freight services since the opening of business, October of 2009. In the
developing stages, DCL was built with hard-work partnered with a strong emphasis
on offering, delivering, and requiring above and beyond logistical solutions.
DCL is your full-service transportation provider, with an emphasis on full-service.
DCL’s advantage within the transportation industry is that our employees are thoroughly educated to deliver on all request our customers desire all while adding an
extended carrier base to their logistics plan. With a proactive approach to freight
management, our customers can feel safe knowing their product is handled with
care and will be delivered; on time, every time.
TROUBLE FINDING A SECURE TRANSPORTATION SOLUTION?
DCL takes time to create familiarity with our customers internal staff to ensure that
our services act as an extension of their in-house logistics team. By creating long
term relationships with active carrier partners, matching front-haul and back-haul
shipments with various customers, allows DCL to accurately apply a strong carrier
network to an everyday logistics plan. Taking the proper precautions to ensure a
fast and efficient loading - unloading process.
Through our active carrier monitoring service, carrier reports and checks are
continuously ran, keeping up with Motor Carriers (MC) safety ratings and freight
guard reports. All carrier partners registered for business with DCL are held to a
strict standard of performance. As mentioned previously, safety and compliance
are strong factors on how long we conduct business with carrier partners. DCL’s
main carrier partners to target are small business MC’s building meaningful and
reliable business. By targeting small business trucking companies DCL leverages
long-term, reliable relationships and offer familiar business to our customers.
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WHERE DOES A 3PL PROVIDER MAKE
MOST SENSE IN
MY LOGISTICS STRATEGY?
It’s often easy to see how a third-party transportation provider (3PL) can help fill in
for routing guide failures and unexpected last-minute shipments, but there are more
ways to extract value from a 3PL partnership. When enlisting the services of a 3PL
for ONLY last minute shipments, pricing can vary considerably making it extremely difficult to anticipate costs and accurately forecast your budget. Partnering with
a 3PL on deliberate shipments that do not marry well with an asset provider can
lead to better service and consistent pricing.
First, it’s important to understand where asset providers and/or private fleets
provide the greatest value. If you include asset, non-asset, and private fleets in your
plan, you typically want your most consistent lanes on private fleet, highest volume
on asset, and variable volume with a 3PL. Asset carriers can build consistent, high
volume lanes into their network to ensure they have capacity, often at the lowest
cost. However, these costs can vary widely when your volumes unexpectedly rise
or fall, or when you need to pull inventory from an unplanned facility. Private fleets
tend to have less range, often cannot reach unpredicted locations, and there are only
so many trucks available when volumes increase in certain lanes. Asset based carriers are also tethered to their equipment and drivers’ locations so being able to add
capacity at a moment’s notice can be a challenge to their model. With these
restraints in mind, here are three ways a 3PL can be worked into your logistics strategy to achieve your objectives:
Lanes that have shown a tendency to surge > 10% or decline > 20% of forecast
Lanes that have volumes forecasted at 20 or less annually
Projects and inventory moves
LANES THAT HAVE SHOWN A TENDENCY TO SURGE > 10% OR
DECLINE > 20% FROM FORECAST
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One effective way to get 3PLs to work for you is to uncover which lanes are not as
desirable to your asset providers and deliberately take those to bid with your 3PL
providers. Ideally, working with 1-2 fast growing, dynamic 3PLs will fit your needs
without incidentally driving up your costs through carrier “cannibalism”. “Cannibalism” can occur when multiple 3PLs are working on the same shipment at once and
carriers are shopping the market to get the highest rate…. ultimately bringing the highest rate back to the shipper. For example; if you move shipments from Chicago to Indianapolis an average of 10 times per week, it’s logical to put 520 in volume for that lane
on your RFP. However, if your volumes vary between 5-15 per week, you will have no
issues on your first 5 shipments but then things can get more challenging.
Asset providers might be able to handle some of the variance but once they have
exhausted capacity, these shipments can be subject to unpredictable spot market rates.
Forecasts can be more accurate, and budgets upheld with a strategic approach to these
fluctuations. If your asset providers are generally capable of handling up to 10
shipments per week, committing to giving your first 8 shipments to your asset
provider can improve service while establishing a sense of loyalty. Variability
beyond that brings unknown pricing so committing every shipment in excess of 8
per week to your preferred 3PL will create predictability and commitment.
Although 3PLs may not always be the lowest cost option, awarding lanes can mitigate
the last-minute pricing which can wreak havoc on your transportation budget. The
pricing on paper may look higher than the first 8 shipments but overall costs are
controlled and anticipated. Even if your lanes sometimes drop far lower than expected,
a 3PL can provide a valuable option. When an asset provider notices “dips” in anticipated volumes, they are often forced to find alternative shipments to keep their operating margins in line and may ultimately need to reduce their commitment to these lanes.
LANES THAT HAVE VOLUMES FORECASTED AT 20 SHIPMENTS OR
LESS ANNUALLY
Aggregating low volume lanes to create a package that fits your budget as well as the
service abilities of a 3PL, which can effectively lower your overall spend. 3PLs are
asset neutral and therefore do not need density in certain lanes to source capacity. In
fact, low volume or sporadic lanes can be extremely difficult to service for asset
providers as these lanes tend to disrupt the network they have established to keep their
drivers moving. A strong 3PL will look at the overall business awarded and build
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a team to support it regardless of the individual lane volumes.They can also
run data analysis to create a radius around certain destinations to uncover
regional volumes to attract consistent carriers for those lanes, improving
service levels. Like volatile lanes, low volume lanes are often the ones that hit
the spot market, leading to uncertain pricing and spotty service. Awarding these
shipments in aggregate to your preferred 3PL partner can yield a strong, mutually beneficial relationship, leading to increased accuracy and effectiveness
within your transportation plan.
PROJECTS AND INVENTORY SHIFTS
Even if historical data and forecasting provide guidance on most of your shipping needs, product launches, shifts in inventory, or unexpected issues up
stream in your supply chain can create unexpected fluctuations or changes in
shipping lanes. Often these are managed through “mini bids” or if completely
unexpected, they could wind up on the spot market. The flexible model of
3PLs are a natural fit to short term changes in your shipping patterns.
When bundled and presented to a 3PL provider, often the outcome is a balance
of cost and service that minimizes disruption to both your customers and to
your overall anticipated transportation spend.
In short, 3PLs shine in the exact areas of your logistics plan that private fleets
and assets do not typically prefer. By breaking out these irregularities and
creating a deliberate plan to partner with a 3PL, you will reap the benefits of a
balanced approach and continue to improve your transportation strategy.
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CARRIER
CERTIFICATION
Direct Connect Logistix, Inc. (DCL) ensures all carrier partners are verified into our
system prior to dispatching load information for pickup. What does it mean to DCL to
thoroughly verify a Motor Carrier (MC) number in our system? We register all carrier
partners through our specialized carrier certification portal, an efficient compliance
registration process to ensure all carrier documents are up to date and accurate upon
dispatch. Carriers are guided through a 10-step process to input and verify company
contacts, availability (lanes & equipment), desired areas / zones for pickup & delivery,
insurance certificates, and their payment information.

Is that it? No. Aside from their insurance registration process, all carriers are monitored
through our carrier monitoring service. Carrier 411 keeps us up to date on our current
carrier partners safety ratings, monitoring and qualifying the status of safety ratings. All
registered DCL carriers are held to a certain safety standard that allows us to offer the
premium service we guarantee to all our customers. Ensuring that all carriers
dispatched for business are qualified amongst our standards of reliable, safe, and compliant logistics practices. Carrier 411 is integrated with our McLeod TMS Software transferring and staying up to date with real-time updates.
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160

employees

Our staff works around the
clock 24/7 to be available
to customer and carrier
partners. Our proactive
approach to freight management leads to the companies
overall success within the logistics industry.

As a full-service transportation
provider DCL manages over
600 accounts, speciallizing in
expedited shipments througout
the United States and Canada.
Our leverage is our ability to
impliment and execute on
customized plans catered to
the customers needs.

40,000
carrier partners

over

600

active
customers

DCL dedicates a team
to building and developing relationships with
small business trucking
companies while structuring long term & familiar relationships. Our
customers deserve to
feel safe knowing that
their product is handled
with DCL!

